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Abstract Besides diagnosis of fatty liver disease (FLD) using multiple medical imaging techniques in clinic,

accurate fat quantification of liver tissue slice, especially the fat droplets measurement, is still a critical indi-

cator in related pathological researches. Stained by hematoxylin-eosin (HE), different tissue components with

different colors need to be identified and measured manually in conventional approaches. Automated liver fat

quantification of HE stained images remains challenging because forms and distributions of fat are extremely

irregular with no clear boundaries, especially in conducting high-throughput analysis which demands quick pro-

cessing and higher accuracy for the reference of pathologists. To solve this problem, we propose an automated

liver fat quantifications pipeline of HE stained images based on pixel-wise clustering, which firstly extracts

high-relevant pixel-level features with color mode transformation, then locates boundaries between nuclei, fat

and other components by clustering image pixels in an unsupervised mode, and finally identifies indicative fat

droplets based on a set of morphological criteria. The pipeline was verified in analysis of multifold fatty liver

treatment assays, with experimental results showing high accuracy and adaptability in fat droplets quantification

despite data variance. Quantitative indicators provide a reliable evidence for relevant pathological researches

or therapy selection, in which number and average area of indicative fat droplets increased sharply in severe

and moderate-grade FLD respectively. Those indicators might be utilized as surrogate biomarkers for further

researches.
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1 Introduction

With the improvement of people’s living standard, incidence of fatty liver is on the increase recently

in China because of the changing life style and diet structure [1]. As one of the risk factors of liver
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cirrhosis or liver cancer [2], the forming mechanisms of FLD both alcoholic and non-alcoholic fatty liver

disease (AFLD and NAFLD) are getting more attentions in clinic [3, 4], which are focusing on finding

effective diagnosis and follow-up treatment. Although a batch of methods were developed to check fatty

liver based on a variety of noninvasive medical imaging techniques including B ultrasound [5], computed

tomography (CT) [6] or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [7], the accurate measurement of liver fat

is remaining a problem especially in histopathological analysis. Because of the liquidity, normally fat

forms irregular tiny droplets in liver cells, and aggregates to large fat droplets with the increase of fat

content in FLD (Figure 1). In order to uncover the underlying pathway or effective therapies of FLD,

pathological researches rely on microscopic images of liver tissue slices to observe the changes of fat

content or morphology.

Hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining is one of the most commonly used techniques in staining pathological

paraffin sections in the analysis of tissue microscopic images [8, 9], ideally in which the nucleus is stained

hyacinthine by alkaline hematoxylin, the cytoplasm is stained red by acidic eosin. While the fat is not

stained by either of two kinds of pigments and remains white above the background illuminant. However,

in practice, various color aggregations always have no obvious differences, or clear borders to each other

after HE staining, which causes difficulties in manual quantifications using ImageJ [10]. Efficiency and

subjective error are also drawbacks of human labor due to the large number of tiny fat droplets in FLD

slices.

Researches on automatic segmentation of HE stained images have been drawing on attentions recently,

which separate different components according to their natural distributions in the tissue slice. Most of

related researches are focusing on image segmentation methods based on morphology [11, 12], textural

features [13–16] or machine learning based pixel-wise classification [17–20]. In which morphological meth-

ods are to make use of pixel intensity, gradient flow and other characteristic morphological differences

between both sides of the cell boundaries for segmentation, on which level set [11], active contour [12]

and other algorithms rely to look for boundaries. Methods based on textural features usually adopt local

textural features extracted from graph run length matrices (GRLM) or gray-level co-occurrence matrices

(GLCM) for boundary detection, while classification methods take the single pixel as the object of study

and pixels in the same category together constitute all the components of cells and other types of tissues.

The color distributions in liver histopathological images are always extremely uneven, which makes fat

have irregular and unclear boundaries except for a small number of large fat droplets (Figure 1). It is

difficult for traditional image segmentation methods based on morphological models or textural features

to detect the fat boundaries precisely.

Machine learning based methods segment HE stained microscopic images by classifying pixels into

different components, in which both supervised [17–19] and unsupervised [20] learning approaches have

been applied with the difference that whether training samples are needed. The performance of this kind

of approaches is determined by two key components, including high-relevant features and necessity of

training samples, in which high-relevant features improve differentiation degree of pixels, and scale of

training sample selection affects efficiency and adaptability of the proposed method. High-throughput

computer-aided image processing needs high adaptability and little human intervention to avoid staining

variability and subjective error. However, researchers need to select representative areas and manually

assign categories including all cell components as training samples before the supervised classification such

as support vector machine (SVM) could be performed, and the performance of which is highly affected by

quality and comprehensiveness of pre-defined training samples. While the unsupervised image processing

pipeline clusters pixels based on internal and external characteristics of pixels, with no pre-selected

training samples needed.

In this paper, the unsupervised image processing pipeline we proposed clustered pixels based on internal

and external characteristics of pixels, in which both color intensities and local correlations were considered

in image segmentation. Projected into the combined feature space, pixels were optimally separated into

pre-defined tissue structures by growing clusters, in which nucleus, cytoplasm and fat separated from the

background respectively. With morphological post-processing, boundaries of indicative fat droplets were

identified for quantitative analysis in pathological researches.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Original HE stained images of liver hispathological slices. (a) Normal liver; (b) low-grade;

(c) moderate-grade; and (d) severe-grade fatty liver.
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Figure 2 Workflow of proposed automated liver fat quantification pipeline.

2 Materials and methods

To deal with color variability more efficiently and robustly as discussed above, the following key steps are

included in the proposed pipeline, including the acquisition of microscopic images of histopathological

liver tissue sections, and the detailed descriptions of the processing workflow of pre-processing, color mode

transformation, high-relevant local feature extraction, clustering-based image segmentation and identifi-

cation of indicative fat droplets. Then, quantifications including nuclei and fat contents characterizing

tissues were proposed (Figure 2).

2.1 Tissue preparation, HE staining and image acquisition

Dataset preparation was performed on tissue samples from generally two groups of mice including the

control group without FLD, and disease group covering mice with low, moderate and severe grades of

fatty liver. All mouse procedures were approved by local committee and performed in accordance with

institutional policies. Those tissue samples were stained by HE under protocol in [21], and then RGB

images were captured from an optical microscope. Complete and non-overlapping regions of interest

(ROI) were randomly selected, and images were captured from an optical microscope with magnification

factor of 400 times, and stored as 4080×3072 pixels and 24 bits jpeg files in size. Based on the area

distributions and density of fat droplets, stained tissues were also manually classified by two experienced

pathologists into low, moderate and severe grades for the quantification experiments.
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Figure 3 (Color online) Illustration of color mode transformation. (a) An original HE image of a normal liver tissue slice,

and its decomposed signal intensity map after color mode transformation, where R, G and B signals shown from top to

bottom in the RGB column, and L, a and b signals shown from top to bottom in the Lab column; (b) a severe-grade fatty

liver tissue slice HE image, and its RGB and Lab components respectively.

2.2 Image pre-processing

As the proposed clustering method was based on feature sets of single pixels, image quality improvement

is critical before pixel-wise feature extraction. Usually HE images have two kinds of quality problems,

which includes the uneven gathering of pigment on stained tissues, and small pigment particles forming

salt and pepper noises. According to the features of the image, we have effectively homogenized color

intensity values of local adjacent pixels and eliminated the salt and pepper noise by combining median

filter [22] and gaussian filter [23] with five pixels in window radius together; meanwhile, the local color

intensity of pigment aggregates was enhanced.

2.3 Color mode transformation

The definition of feature set determines distance between pixel samples in the feature space. Practically

the common RGB color space is not good in characterizing HE stained images because the hyacinthine

nuclei, red cytoplasm and white fat have no big differences in RGB values. The main difference between

those three components is the translucency of background illuminant, which makes lightness one of

the high-relevant features for pixel-wise classification. A Lab color space is a color-opponent space with

dimension L for lightness and a and b for the color-opponent dimensions based on nonlinearly compressed

coordinates, and it measures small color difference more easily than RGB color space [24]. Therefore,

Lab colors were adopted to represent pixel-feature features in the proposed method instead of traditional

RGB colors.

As shown in Figure 3, in multiple types of liver tissues, fat and nuclei have higher contrast between

each other in Lab color space than in original RGB images. Since b value has the same spatial distribution
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trend as L, practically only L and b values are selected to characterize HE image pixels as the basis of

feature set extraction.

2.4 Local correlation feature set extraction

The key of the proposed pixel clustering based segmentation method was to take each pixel as an indi-

vidual sample and change traditional segmentation method based on morphological features into unsu-

pervised clustering based on pixels. Therefore, selection of representative features plays a decisive role in

the clustering. Features adopted in the proposed method generally include three types as follows.

(1) L and b values of a single pixel respectively.

(2) Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) value of a single pixel and its 3×3 neighborhood pixels in

each color channel, in which µ shows mean signal strength and σ shows signal variance in the local area,

where xi is the signal intensity of a pixel in the local 3×3 window.

µ =
9

∑

i=1

xi/9, (1)

σ =

√

√

√

√

8
∑

i=1

(xi − µ)2/8. (2)

(3) Local texture features including skewness (β) and kurtosis (βk) of a single pixel and its 3×3

neighborhood pixels each color channel, in which β measures symmetry of local signals, and βk measures

whether the signal intensities are peaked or flat relative to a normal distribution.

β =
8

∑

i=1

[(xi − µ)/σ)3], (3)

σk =

8
∑

i=1

(xi − µ)4/σ4
− 3. (4)

The normalized 10-dimensional vector (IL, Ib, µL, µb, σL, σb, βL, βb, βkL, βkb) of pixel is projected

into the feature space. Correlations of neighborhood pixels are included in the vector, which help clus-

tering local pixels with similar color and intensity together, and separating neighborhood pixels with big

differences in color or intensity.

2.5 Image segmentation based on unsupervised k-means clustering

The basic idea of k-means clustering method [25] was to initially make k cluster centers given at random,

calculate the barycenter of each sample cluster into new cluster center and iterate until the displacement

distance of cluster center is less than a given value. According to the variance of feature including color

intensities and neighborhood correlations between pixels, it was specified to segment pixel sample set into

nucleus, cytoplasm and fat.

The 10-dimensional vector projected into the multiple feature space, and only intensities of L and

b channels (IL and Ib) are selected to illustrate pixel distributions in a two-dimensional polar system.

Clustering is performed based on Cosine distance between pixel feature vectors, which is defined as one

minus the cosine of the included angle between vectors. In Eq. (5), x is one of the pixel vectors and c is

the centroid of the cluster, and each centroid is the mean of the points in that cluster. After normalizing

those points to unit Euclidean length,

dcosine(x, c) = 1−
xcT

√

(xxT)(ccT)
. (5)

Three clusters are well separated as shown in Figure 4, representing the accuracy of the unsupervised

clustering based on the proposed features. All components of both normal and severe-grade fatty liver

are labeled as their natural distributions in the original HE stained images.
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Figure 4 (Color online) Illustrations of HE stained image segmentation based on k-means clustering. (a) An original HE

image of a normal liver tissue slice; (b) distribution map of all pixels before clustering in the feature space as cyan, where

the polar system represent as L and b values distributions in the coordinates, in which the radial coordinate is the root

mean square of L and b, and the angular coordinate is the intersection angle between L and b values; (c) distribution map of

pixels after clustering, where dark gray dots represent as pixels of fat, light gray dots as cytoplasm and black dots as nuclei;

(d) color map of labeled liver image pixels after k-means clustering; (e)–(h) corresponding maps of a severe-grade fatty liver

tissue slice HE image.

2.6 Indicative fat droplet identification based on adaptive threshold and shape model

As shown in Figure 1, number and area of large fat droplets increase with the degree of FLD sever-

ity. Large fat droplet is one of the most indicative cell structures to identify and classify fatty liver in

histopathological study of FLD. In most of cases, large droplets are aggregated by smaller ones, and

appear as subround due to the liquidity. Therefore, further segmentation is required to locate boundaries

of fat droplet especially the large ones. In practice, post-processing is needed to adjust segmented fat
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Figure 5 (Color online) Steps of indicative fat droplets identification. (a) A zoom-in original image including touch-

ing fat areas; (b) grey-scale intensity map of labeled fat areas; (c) highlighted segmented liver fat droplet by Waster-

shed; (d) histogram of grey-scale intensity map; (e) candidate fat droplets using adaptive global grey-scale threshold;

(f) indicative fat droplets after filtering with shape model marked as orange on the original image.

shapes including erasing too small regions, filling holes and gaps, and most of all, separating adjacent fat

droplets due to staining problems, which identify indicative fat droplets as biomarkers for pathological

research.

Watershed has been applied in many researches to segment touching cells [26, 27]. However, structure

of labeled fat areas is always extremely complicated for watershed, which brings segmentation errors and

high time consuming as shown in Figure 5(b), where some single droplets were divided mistakenly by

Wastershed. Meanwhile, large fat droplet has very high and homogenous intensities and regular subround

shapes in practice, which makes an adaptive global intensity threshold possible for thresholding. In the

proposed pipeline, histograms were built based on grey-scale pixel intensities of labeled fat areas, and an

adaptive global threshold was determined according to median value of histograms. The candidate fat

droplets with highest intensities were separated from the background.

After segmentation, separated fat droplets need to be further filtered for indicative fat droplets as FLD

indicators (Figure 5). Those large subround droplets are identified according to the following standards:

eccentricity 6 0.8 ∧ solidity > 0.8 ∧ area > 500, (6)

where eccentricity specifies the degree close to a round, solidity specifies the regularity, and area sets a

threshold for the actual number of pixels in the droplet. Distributions of each indicative fat droplets for

further measurements are shown in Figure 5, giving a comprehensive morphological view of fatty liver

cells for in-depth analysis.

3 Results

Liver fat content is defined as the proportion of fat to wet weight of liver, and the normal liver usually

has fat content of 3%–4%. In liver with FLD, fat content exceeds 5%–10% by weight, and increases with

the degree of severity [28, 29]. Although fat content cannot be derived directly from liver tissue slices

images because of dimension and density differences, multiple indicators generated based on fat droplets

quantifications still give a more comprehensive view rather than weight proportion.

To validate the proposed algorithm, experiments on both the stability of image segmentation and

the morphological quantifications of indicative fat droplets were adopted. The dataset applied in the
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Table 1 Nuclei and fat proportion changes in different stages of FLD

Area proportion Normal Low Moderate Severe

Nuclei (%) 15.18 ± 1.22 11.41± 0.97 12.97 ± 1.85 11.42 ± 1.96

Fat (%) 19.46 ± 1.81 34.70± 2.99 43.78 ± 5.84 62.48± 12.11

tests generally included two groups of mice liver tissue images, in which the control group without FLD

included ten mice, and disease group included 30 mice of fatty liver in various degrees covering low,

moderate and severe. Five tissue slices were randomly selected from each mouse liver, and totally 200 HE

stained images were included in the testing image dataset. Our method was implemented in MATLAB

and deployed on a PC with 3.0 GHz CPU and 8G RAM. In practice, it took 10.4 s in average for this

algorithm to process a histopathological image of 4080×3072 pixels following the full pipeline, which was

fully competent to meet the real-time requirements in practical research use.

3.1 Image segmentation indicated changes of fat distributions in different stages of FLD

To verify the stability of the proposed segmentation algorithm, all 200 HE stained images with multiple

degrees of fat content were adopted in the experiments. Proportions of nuclei and fat covered areas in

the image were calculated respectively for verification. Since the manual labeling of nuclei and fat areas

was very time consuming and only small ROIs could be selected by human expert, we adopted only the

automated method in this test. The stability of the proposed algorithm was tested based on consistency

of nuclei proportions in different liver tissues because size change of nucleus was relatively much smaller

comparing to the outgrowth of fat in liver cells. The statistical quantifications of fat area changes are

shown in Table 1.

Table 1 suggests close area ratio of segmented nuclei in both normal liver and each stage of FLD, and

the ratio was in a stable level of 11%–15%, which demonstrates that the homogeneous distribution of

cell nuclei was labeled by the proposed image segmentation method. Simultaneously, area proportions

of fat increased almost directly proportional to the severity grade of FLD. From 19% to above 60%,

the accumulation of fat was along with the deterioration of the illness, which could also be observed in

Figure 6.

The secular growth trend of fat could been seen in Figure 6. In the first row, very tiny fat granule

with irregular shapes distributed evenly in a normal liver tissue. In the second row, with the increase

of fat content, small subround fat droplets began to appear and the total area of fat increased a little

in a low-severity FLD liver tissue. With the FLD getting worse, number of small fat droplets increased

gradually in a moderate-severity tissue slice, and fat droplets began to aggregate close to each other

around nuclei in the third row. Large droplets began to appear, but the quantify was still very less. At

the fourth row, small fat droplets aggregated into large ones with regular circle shapes because of the

liquidity, and the covering area of fat increased sharply with expansion of large fat droplets. Finally,

statistical results and variation tendency were illustrated in the last row.

3.2 Indicative fat droplet morphology characterize fatty liver tissue for pathological anal-

ysis

In pathological researches, aggregation of large fat droplets are the most obvious indicators for FLD

diagnosis and classification. In practice, pathologists always count large fat droplets instead of labeling

fat area measurement to save time with keeping the classification accuracy. Therefore, we tested our

algorithm in identifying the indicative fat droplets comparing to manual labeling results. Two FLD

pathological experts were included in the test to manually quantify four groups of HE stained images

from normal liver to severe grade fatty liver. Using the detection method as illustrated in Figure 5, both

manual and automated results are listed in Table 2.

As illustrated in Figure 5, eccentricities and solidities of the indicative fat droplets were similar accord-

ing to shape model filter. However, numbers and average areas were quiet different as listed in Table 2.

Qualified fat droplet numbers increased gradually from around 2 to 10 in normal liver to moderate-grade
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Figure 6 (Color online) Results of nuclei and fat segmentation on routine HE stained liver histopathologic images (a)–

(d), where the original HE images, the labeled pixels after clustering, the segmented nuclei and fat areas, and the zoom in

segmentation results are shown in each column respectively. Boundaries of nuclei and fat are marked as blue and red lines

respectively in segmentation results. (e) Histograms and error bars of nuclei and fat area proportions, where N represents

as nuclei and F as fat. (f) Variation tendency of nuclei and fat area proportions calculated based on image segmentation.

Table 2 Indicative fat droplet number and average area changes in different stages of FLD (The first letter in ‘Group’

represents as the FLD severity-stage, where N: Normal, L: Low, M: Moderate, S: Severe, and the second letter is the way

of detection method, where M: Manual, A: Automatic).

Group NM NA LM LA MM MA SM SA

Fat droplet number 2.9± 0.3 2.3± 0.3 7.5± 1.9 5.3± 1.7 13.6± 2.2 10.1± 2.4 84.7± 7.6 76.9± 11.2

Average fat droplet area 1566 1353 2125 2042 7127 6980 7582 7367

FLD, and suddenly accelerated to around 80 in moderate-grade FLD because of the accumulated aggre-

gations of neighborhood fat droplets. Meanwhile, average areas of indicative fat droplets could be divided

into two groups, in which normal and low-grade FLD had smaller droplets with areas from around 1500
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Figure 7 (Color online) Relationships between FLD severity and nuclei and fat distributions. (a) Indicative fat droplet

number and (b) average area of indicative fat droplets manually (M) and automatically (A) detected from left to right.

to 2500 pixels, and large-scale fat droplets were more general patterns in moderate and severe-grade FLD.

The corresponding histograms and error bars are shown in Figure 7.

Besides the variation tendency shown in Figure 7, both manually detected fat droplet numbers and

average areas were a bit higher than that of automated identification, which was because the adaptive

global threshold tended to exclude those fat aggregations with subround shapes but less intensities.

Meanwhile, since pixels along margins of fat droplets always have lower intensities than central parts using

a global threshold, automatically quantified fat droplet areas were also smaller than human measurements,

but all the error rates were lower than 5% and could be ignored in practice. Standard deviation of area

changes were also not included in both Table 2 and Figure 7 because sizes of filtered subround fat droplets

had significant variations, but average areas still represented size changes in different types of liver tissues.

4 Conclusion and discussion

In this study, we proposed an automated image analysis pipeline for high-throughput fat quantification of

HE stained liver histopathological slices. Comparing to nucleus segmentation, fat segmentation is more

difficult because it has lower contrast to cytoplasm than nucleus. Experimental results showed that the

proposed unsupervised clustering pipeline had close outcomes in liver fat quantifications as pathological

experts did. Boundaries of nuclei and fat droplets are obtained by taking a series of steps, including

image pre-processing, color mode transformation, feature extraction, pixel-wise clustering based image

segmentation, and identification of indicative fat droplets, which provides a reliable evidence for the

following quantitative analyses.

Base on experimental results of image segmentation and indicative fat droplet identification, a two-

stage fat quantification system was provided in the proposed algorithm, in which nuclei and fat covered

areas were generated in fat quantification, and indicative fat droplets were identified and quantified

in the following step. Stable nuclei proportions with rapidly growth of fat proportions indicated the

severity of the illness, which helps to quantitatively classify FLD liver tissue samples more easily based

on fat proportions. Meanwhile, since large fat droplets are more conspicuous and highly related with

moderated and serve FLD, quantifications of those indicative fat droplets are helpful for pathologists

instead of labeling fat area measurement to save time with keeping the classification accuracy. Moreover,

number and average area of indicative fat droplets increased sharply in severe and moderate-grade FLD

respectively, which were more convenient biomarkers for pathological researches.

By converting the traditional image segmentation question to pixel-wise clustering issue, our algorithm

has the improvements mainly including the following aspects. First, the unsupervised learning approach

took pixel as the study object, which overcame the inherent defect of low-quality image of the traditional

method based on geometrical morphology, and no training samples were needed. Second, high-relevant
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features from color mode transformation enhanced the between-classes distances rather than other color

expressions. Third, local correlation features were included with single pixel intensities, which improved

accuracy and robustness of pixel clustering in consideration of neighborhood pixels in local area. Then,

adaptive global threshold and a shape model were applied to locate indicative fat droplets to improve the

detection speed for high-throughput analysis. Improvements in both feature extraction and two-stage fat

measurement were adopted and the effectiveness of which was proved in the experiments.

Meanwhile, calculations of the proposed algorithm were simplified by converting morphological calcu-

lation to clustering. In practice, the efficiency was further improved by the unsupervised learning strategy

in clustering without training samples. No human intervention was needed to select representative areas

as initial inputs of each tissue component in images, which saved a lot time and avoided subjective bias.

Dealing with one image in around 10 s, the high speed and accuracy of this algorithm make it possible

to be applied in the clinic biological research containing large number of HE stained images, which may

conduct preliminary screening for pathological experts to save man power. The processing speed can be

further improved for hospital database which accumulates a lot of HE images. Data mining for hospital

database which accumulates a lot of HE images is also a possible application in the future.

By processing images and generating effective indicators in liver tissue pathological analysis, the pro-

posed analysis tool can also been applied to researches on other types of HE stained tissues. Based on

the robustness of clustering image segmentation methods, further improvements may focus on enrich-

ing detection indicators of nuclei and fat droplet microstructures. Pathologists may observe fat content

changes by comparing different groups or different times, which helps in uncovering relationships between

FLD and life style or diet structure in clinical researches.

Besides the advantages brought by the proposed algorithm, as a pilot study of clustering-based high-

throughput liver tissue quantification method, there are several aspects could be improved in the future.

First, a main problem of clustering-based image segmentation was the mutual containment of different

components, such as small fat areas inside nucleus after labeling. The outcome could be incomplete fat or

nucleus structures, which needed post-processing for shape corrections before measurement. Therefore,

the clustering method needs to be improved by including more high-relevant features charactering subtle

changes between pixels.

Second, global-threshold based segmentation reduced time consuming than watershed, but the accuracy

might be highly affected by the image quality. More accurate edge detection method is needed to identify

indicate fat droplets with high efficiency. The more precise boundaries of individual cells detected, the

better view of cell activity study could be obtained.

Finally, correction of uneven background illumination and out of focus may also be included to improve

the segmentation accuracy of low quality images. Moreover, proportional scales are needed to convert

image pixels to physical dimensions in microscopic image acquisition step, and the conversion relationship

between fat content by weight [27, 28] and fat area proportions derived in our experiments needs to be

set up by more practical measurement experiments.

With considering the future improvements discussed above, the pipeline will be further optimized and

integrated into a web released software for public use. The extension of this framework will be helpful

for both FLD related pathological and biological studies and analysis of tissue slice images acquired from

other staining techniques.
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